Introduction
Many anticipated experiments place constraints on acceptable beam emittance and quality. To study the effect of various accelerator injector designs on these parameters an effort is underway to numerically model the injector and subsequent transport. Generally, an accelerator injector design may be studied using either steady-state or timedependent computer codes. The steady-state codes generally fix electrode voltages and then follow macro-particles or trace single particle rays until a solution is reached. Time-dependent codes are typically particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. The PIC codes have a time step limitation and also tend to radiate anomalously large amounts of energy into electromagnetic modes.
In this work the problems of a full PIC electromagnetic simulation are avoided by using the Darwin field approximation [1] [2] . This model has been implemented in the DPC (Darwin Particle Code) computer code. The Darwin model is the magnetoinductive limit of Maxwell's equations, which retains the first order relativistic correction to the particle Lagrangian. In the Darwin approximation inductive effects are modeled without creating non-physical radiation. The (1) where m is particle mass, Y = (I -(v/c) )
, v is velocity q is charge, c is the speed of light, u =YvJc, E is the electric field and 9 is the magnetic field. Axisymmetry is assumed so fields are only functions of r and z. Consistent with this assumption the current and charge density are obtained from the particles by spreading these quantities in theta. curve near Iz = 3000 is indicative of diminished phase space current density in this region. Between 4000 and 8500 amps X is increasing which means the enclosed current increases more rapidly than V4 over the corresponding region of phase space.
For this case the phase space exiting DPC at t = 30 ns has been transported 220 cm with the WTC code. The root mean square radius R(z) is plotted in Fig. 6 . The z = 0 position corresponds to z = 60 on the DPC grid. The 
